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Description

TP-Link | VIGI NVR1016H | 16 Channel Network Video
Recorder
Enhance your surveillance capabilities with the TP-Link VIGI NVR1016H 16 Channel Network Video Recorder. This reliable NVR is
designed to provide you with round-the-clock continuous recording, ensuring that you have up to 10 TB of footage from
connected cameras securely stored for quick and convenient access. With the ability to support 16-channel real-time live view at
sharp image definition up to 8MP, you'll capture every detail from every angle, providing you with comprehensive monitoring.

 

One of the standout features of this NVR is its quick lookup and playback functionality. You can effortlessly find your target
footage by date, event types, and tags, and replay it with variable playback speeds, allowing you to swiftly review footage and
identify crucial events. Remote monitoring is a breeze thanks to the dedicated VIGI app, offering ease and convenience in
accessing your surveillance system from anywhere.

 

The NVR1016H is equipped with efficient H.265+ compression technology, ensuring that your cameras transmit compressed,
crystal-clear video without consuming extra bandwidth. This not only saves disk space but also eases network loads and
reduces overall monitoring costs, all while maintaining image quality. With ONVIF compatibility, you can easily add IPCs from
VIGI and other brands, creating a powerful and versatile network. Additionally, the NVR provides one HDD interface with
support for up to 10 TB of storage, ensuring that your data is securely stored locally. Plus, with two-way audio support, you can
carry out voice intercom conversations while monitoring your feed from anywhere, making it suitable for management and
enhancing communication capabilities. Upgrade your surveillance system with the TP-Link VIGI NVR1016H for efficient, high-
quality, and hassle-free monitoring.

FEATURES
24/7 Continuous Recording: Stores up to 10 TB of footage from connected cameras to secure your data for quick,
convenient access
16-Channel Real-Time Live View: Sharp image definition up to 8MP and a 16-channel display ensures you capture
every detail, from every angle
Quick Lookup and Playback: Find the target footage easily by date, event types, and tags. Replay with variable playback
speeds to quickly review footage
Remote Monitoring: Dedicated VIGI app is developed for remote monitoring, providing ease and convenience
H.265+: Without using any extra bandwidth, your camera transmits compressed crystal-clear video to save disk space,
ease network loads, and reduce monitoring costs without sacrificing image quality
ONVIF Ensure Compatibility*: Easily add IPCs from VIGI and other brands to establish a powerful and varied network
thanks to barrier-free compatibility
1 HDD Interface (up to 10 TB)†: Stores up to 10 TB (720 days△ of video) on a SATA hard drive, keeping your data storage
secured locally
Two-Way Audio: With voice intercom support, carry two-way conversations while watching your feed from anywhere.
Suitable for management

*Some features may operate sub-optimally due to compatibility issues. For best performance, we recommend using VIGI NVR with VIGI cameras.

†HDD is not included.

WARRANTY
3-years limited warranty

https://www.tp-link.com/au/support/replacement-warranty/#box_8
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